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1. Introduction. The problem of determining whether a particular

measure satisfies the "cylinder property" has been attacked by vari-

ous mathematicians, using different techniques. Roughly speaking,

the "cylinder property" is the intuitively desired property of having

the area of a right cylinder constructed over a one-dimensional set in

the x—y plane equal to the height times the length of the base. (For

a fuller discussion of this problem, see [l].)1 The first consideration

of this problem was in a paper by J. F. Randolph [2]. In his paper,

Randolph proved that if we use the two-dimensional Caratheodory

measure C\ for area in 3-space and the one-dimensional Caratheod-

ory measure C\ for length in the x—y plane, then the cylinder prop-

erty is true in one direction. Specifically, if A is a C2-measurable set

in the x—y plane, and AXh={(x, y, z)\(x, y)G.A and OSzS^},

then

h-c\(A) ^ C\(A X h).

(The proof in [2, p. 270 ] is slightly incorrect in that Randolph tacitly

assumes that a plane convex set can be included in a circle of the

same diameter; however his proof is easily corrected by an obvious

modification.) We shall prove a partial result in the other direction,

namely

C\(A Xk)^ (h/2)d(A).

This proof leads naturally to a new definition of a two-dimensional

measure in 3-space, this being the first measure for which it is pos-

sible to prove the cylinder property when length is taken in the sense

of Caratheodory (or equivalently Hausdorff).

2. We shall use the notation and definitions of [l]. In particular,

(f:g) is the superposition function of/and g, pm is the projection from

E" to Em defined by

Pn \Xl,   '  "  •   ,   Xm,   '  '  '   ,   Xn)   =   \Xl,  '  '  '   ,   Xm),

Gn is the orthogonal group of £", and .£„ is Lebesgue ra-dimensional

measure.

We first prove the following

Lemma. If d is a bounded convex set in Ez, then
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1 Symbols in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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suP.G[(/,:S)(<9]
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Si — f       sup jdi[(p\:R)({(x, y) | (x, y, z) E d])]dz.
2 J_oo   ago,

Proof. We first notice that the integrand in the statement of the

lemma is a continuous function of z in the interval for which it is

f^O, thus assuring the existence of the integral. Since d is bounded,

let W be the supremum of the integrand. Let

H = sup { | zi — z211 (xi, yu zi) E d, (x2, y2, z2) E d

for some xu yu x2, y2},

i.e., H is the height of d. Then

f       sup JLli[(p\:R)({(x, y) | (x, y, z) E d])]dz g WE.
J-a,    BEG,

Now there exists a projection of d into a vertical plane which con-

tains a quadrilateral of height H with a horizontal diagonal of length

W. Since the area of such a quadrilateral is WH/2, it follows that

supseGa.£i[(pi--S)(d)]^WII/2. The proof is complete.

Theorem 1. If A is a C\-measurable subset of E2 with C\(A) < »,

and k>0, then

cl(A Xh)^ (h/2)-c\(A).

Proof. Let e>0, and choose 5>0 so small that if Q is a countable

covering of A by open convex sets of diameter less than 5, then

X:   sup Jdi[(p\:R)(c)] 3. c\(A) - e.
cEQ be a,

Next choose a countable covering <D of A Xh by open convex sets of

diameter less than 8 and such that

£   sup J&[(p\:S)(d)] £ C\(A Xh) + t.
d&<D sea.

If Ogzgfc, then&={c|<;={(x, y)|(x, y, z)Ed] for some dEV} is
a countable covering of A by open convex sets of diameter less than

5 and therefore

E    sup^pl-.R^c^^C^A)-,.
eGC> KGo.

Hence using the lemma,
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2Cs(^ X h) + 2e

£   £    2 sup Jb[{p\:S){d)]
dE<D    sec,

^   zZ   C supj(Zi[(p1i:R)({(x,y)[(x, y, z) G d})]dz
dGoJ o *eo.

=  f *   zZ   sup .fc[(#J:*)({(x, y) | (*, y, z) £ d))\dz
J o   dGD BG<J.

= f * z sup^t^i^w^z
•'o cGC« Be«f.

r"  i i
^   |    (C2(A) - e)dz = fc-C2(,4) - he.

Letting e go to zero, we conclude that 2C\(AXh)~^h-C\(A). The

proof is complete.

3. The proof of §2 leads one naturally to a new definition of a two-

dimensional measure in E3 which we shall denote by Pi. For an open

convex set d in E3, define the (gauge) function P(d) by the formula

P(d) =  sup    f "     sup J&[(p\:R)({(x, y) | (x, y, z) GS(d)})]dz.

Then P generates a measure which we shall call P\. Specifically, if

B is a subset of E3, and r>0, define PT(B) as the infimum of sums of

the form zZd^G P(d), where D is a countable covering of B by

convex open sets of diameter less than r. Then P\(B) =limr^.0+ Pr(B).

Though this definition can be generalized to define P^ for all 1 <m<n,

it is not implausible to define Pn = C\ and PJ! = t7£=.£„. It then fol-

lows that P has the cylinder property, for we can prove

Theorem 2. // the conditions of Theorem 1 hold, then

hP\(A) = h-cl(A) = p\(A X h).

Sketch of Proof. Using the proof of Theorem 1, and especially

the latter part of the starred chain of inequalities, it follows that

P23(AXh)th-Cl(A). Also the proof used by Randolph in [2] will
carry over to show that P\(A Xh) fkh-C\(A).
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